
SWS Green Roofing 
Green roofing is the fastest growing market in the UK in terms of flat roof waterproofing. The combination of 
client and social benefits offered by green roofing are un beatable and when the planning benefits are factored in 
the package becomes very attractive to both the building owner and the occupants

There are two basic  types of green roofing, the most common is the sedum mat or grass roof, ( termed 
extensive roofing) this type of application is used in industrial applications and in areas where no access to the 
roof is required
The second type of Green Roofing is the ‘roof garden’  or intensive roof.  This is a flat roof overlaid with a suitable 
Growing Medium and planted with a wide range of plants, trees and shrubs, usually incorporating paving and 
benches, water features and any landscape requirements this type of green roof provides all of the benefits of a 
garden area with no increase in the footprint of the building

The intended use  should be considered  in the early stages of the design process and our Technical Department 
is always available to discuss  all of your design requirements

Considering your DesignConsidering  your Design 
There are many design implications surrounding the choice and specification off green roofing, including 
structural loading, access arrangements, safety considerations and environmental impact

A light weight flat turf roof (extensive) does not require substantial reinforcementA light weight  flat turf roof (extensive) does not require substantial reinforcement
The intensive roof is normally installed over concrete roof decking  as it must support the turf, plants , rain water 
and even snow with out losing any integrity
The foundations  must also be tested and probably upgraded to enable proper support of new roof



T i l SWS G R f B ildTypical SWS Green Roof Build up 

Roof Structure
Layer 1Layer 1
Thermo Adhesive metal lined vapour barrier
Insulation  according to the type of roof
Layer 2
Plura Thermo Adhesive Underlay 
Layer 3
Plura R TNT Anti Root Barrier 
Layer 4Layer 4
Fondplast Drainage Sheet with reservoir function
Layer 5
Pluvitec Geo Textile MembranePluvitec Geo Textile Membrane 
Growing Medium and chosen planting

Please refer to the diagram



SWS Green Roofing

Energy savings Energy savings 
In summer as much as 25% less energy is required forIn summer as much as 25% less energy is required forIn summer as much as 25% less energy is required for In summer as much as 25% less energy is required for 
cooling reducing the carbon footprint of the buildingcooling reducing the carbon footprint of the building

Increased savings on heating costsIncreased savings on heating costs

European trials show that the protection and life expectancyEuropean trials show that the protection and life expectancyEuropean trials show that the protection and life expectancy European trials show that the protection and life expectancy 
of the roof covering may improve by up to 100%of the roof covering may improve by up to 100%

Increased sound insulationIncreased sound insulation

Increased fire resistance ( depending upon planting)Increased fire resistance ( depending upon planting)

Provides recreational areas with no increase to the footprint Provides recreational areas with no increase to the footprint 
of the building.of the building.

Lessens the aesthetic impact of a new building on the Lessens the aesthetic impact of a new building on the 
landscapelandscape



Water Buffering with Green Roofs
A principle consideration for the design and construction 
of a new commercial and industrial building is to provide 
b ff i f t t ff ti i t d i thbuffering for storm water runoff anticipated in the 
construction of large scale flat or low pitched roofs

The impervious nature of large scale developments 
means that there is little water retention by the surfacesmeans that there is little water retention by the surfaces 
on which the water falls, creating the need for efficient 
gutter and disposal systems

The provision of a simple sedum mat green roof over an p p g
industrial building will provide an immediate 60% 
increase in its ability to absorb storm water, creating 
water buffering and a significant reduction to the threat 
of flooding arising from short ,intensive, summer storms

The city of Rotterdam study following  flooding in 2002, 
revealed the conversion of 25% of its flat roof area into 
Sedum roofing would have provided sufficient capacity to 
absorb the excess rainwater and prevent a multi million p
pound disaster 

This benefit  is recognised by planners and strategic 
development authorities and Green Roofs are now a 
design requirement in a number of European Cities 


